Deep learning approaches achieve state-of-the-art performance in a range of applications, including speech recognition. However, the parameters of the deep neural network (DNN) are hard to interpret, which makes regularisation and adaptation to speaker or acoustic conditions challenging. This paper proposes the deep activation mixture model (DAMM) to address these problems. The output of one hidden layer is modelled as the sum of a mixture and residual models. The mixture model forms an activation function contour while the residual one models fluctuations around the contour. The use of the mixture model gives two advantages: First, it introduces a novel regularisation on the DNN. Second, it allows novel adaptation schemes. The proposed approach is evaluated on a large-vocabulary U.S. English broadcast news task. It yields a slightly better performance than the DNN baselines, and on the utterance-level unsupervised adaptation, the adapted DAMM acquires further performance gains.
Introduction
Progress in deep learning [1, 2, 3] has improved the performance of state-of-the-art speech recognition systems. The multi-layer hidden transformations and activations in a deep neural network (DNN) and related network variations allow complex and difficult data to be well modelled. However, this highly-distributed representation means that it is hard to interpret the model parameters. This causes challenges to adaptation, and more general regularisation.
To reduce over-fitting, regularisation techniques are commonly used in the DNN training. The weight decay method adds an L2-norm of DNN weights to the training criterion, which encourages smaller weights in optimisation. The dropout approach [4] temporally turns off a random set of activations during the training procedure; as a result, the overall DNN turns out to be a boosted model consisting of many sub-DNNs, which prevents over-fitting to the training data. However, conventional regularisations can hardly improve the interpretability of network parameters. In [5, 6] , the concept of stimulated learning regularises the neurones of different regions to correspond to
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In addition to modifying the training process, structured neural networks have also been investigated. The DNN topology is explicitly modified: different types of parameters or neurones are restricted to model specific functions. The mixture density network [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] parametrises the mixture components via DNNs, which in turn yields a "deep" probability density function. Similarly, [12] stacks Gaussian mixture layers for density estimation. The multi-task neural networks [13, 14, 15] extend the output layer with auxiliary tasks to better regularise the primary one. Another category of structured DNNs focuses on improving the capability of adaptation: interpretable modules are imposed on the network structure, exposing meaningful parameters to adapt the speaker-independent (SI) model. In [16, 17, 18] , additional linear layers are introduced as speaker-dependent (SD) transforms. The speaker code model [19] introduces SD descriptors as features to bottom DNN layers. The learning hidden unit contributions [20] and the parametric activation [21] schemes introduce an SD scaling factor on each hidden-layer activation. The multi-basis adaptive neural network [22, 23] combines multiple parallel subnetworks to handle acoustic distortions, and in [24, 25] , hiddenlayer transformations are adapted via weight interpolation. The differentiable pooling method [26] introduces hidden-activation candidate pools to obtain the SD compensation.
This paper proposes a novel structured deep neural network, referred to as the deep activation mixture model (DAMM). Inspired by the stimulated DNNs [5, 6] , the DAMM encourages activations in regions of network to be related. However, rather than being implemented as a regularisation term during training, the hidden activations are explicitly modelled as the sum of a mixture and residual models. The mixture model expands an activation contour that roughly describes the behaviours of activations, while on the other hand, the residual model adds variations to the contour for all hidden activations. Consequently, the result activations stay on a contour controlled by the mixture model, which triggers nearby neurones over the contour to be similar. In contrast to mixture density networks [7] , this approach utilises the contour of a mixture-model distribution, instead of estimating a density function in a "deep" configuration. The DAMM activations are related and controlled by the mixture model, which has the potential to improve network regularisation. Meanwhile, this highly-restricted mixture model can be robustly re-estimated. It allows novel approaches to DNN rapid adaptation, when there is insufficient adaptation data. The proposed model is evaluated on a large-vocabulary U.S. broadcast news transcription task.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. The deep activation mixture model is proposed in Section 2. Experimental results are reported in Section 3 and finally, this paper is concluded in Section 4.
Deep Activation Mixture Model
The deep activation mixture model can be viewed as an extension to a standard multi-layer perceptron (MLP). Rather than treating hidden activations independently, the DAMM defines the activations as the combination of two models: the mixture model forms a smooth activation contour that the neurones should roughly echo; the residual model aids the variations around the contour.
The topology of the deep activation mixture model is illustrated in Figure 1 . Similar to an MLP, it consists of an input layer to load the feature vector x
several hidden layers and a output layer. The output layer is defined as a softmax layer to predict the posterior of the contextdependent target y
where L is the total number of layers; W (L) and c (L) are the output layer transformation.
Inspired by the stimulated learning [5] , the DAMM aims at encouraging activations in regions of the network to be related. However, this kind of region information is explicitly defined via a mixture model in the DAMM, instead of an inexplicit regularisation in the stimulated learning. The activations of one hidden layer are firstly rearranged to a grid, e.g., a layer with 1024 neurones can form a 32 × 32 two-dimensional grid. This grid is fitted to the unit square [0, 1]
2 of a two-dimensional network-grid space. Therefore the i-th activation can be represented as a point in this space, denoted as si. This network grid specifies a spatial ordering to the activations in one layer. It is then possible to define and train the smooth activation contours based on this spatial ordering. On the l-th hidden layer, the output of the activations h (l) is defined as the sum of a mixture model h
mix and a residual model h
The position-dependent prior is explicitly governed by the mixture model h
mix . It describes the rough behaviours of activations via the contour of the probability density function of a Gaussian mixture distribution (Figure 2(a) )
where K stands for the total of Gaussian components. g (l) is a scaling factor to assign the importance of the mixture model
where f (·) is the sigmoid function; q (l) and r (l) are parameters applied to h (l−1) , the hidden output of the previous layer; the mixing weights ω (l) of the Gaussian mixtures are given by
defined by a softmax function with A (l) and b (l) as parameters.
The residual model h
res is given as the hyperbolic tangent activations
associated with parameters W (l) and c (l) . It is introduced to represent variations on different activations in the grid, enriching the expressiveness of every single activation (Figure 2(b) ).
Overall, the mixture model h
mix forms a smooth activation contour; the residual term h (l) res models fluctuations around the contour. The number of Gaussian components K is smaller than that of neurones in one hidden layer. Therefore, the mixture model is highly restricted due to fewer parameters associated with it.
Training
In the DAMM, two categories of parameters are optimised: the mixture model Mmix and the residual model Mres
Notice that all µ
are fixed during the training phase of DAMM, for encouraging the mixture model to generate a meaningful activation contour. However in Section 2.2, these parameters are used as the speaker-dependent transform to adapt a well-trained DAMM.
Define θ = Mmix ∪ Mres as the parameters in a deep activation mixture model. The optimisation can follow the same fashion as the back-propagation algorithm, which tries to minimise some criterion F(·) over a training set of T samples {(xt, yt); 1 ≤ t ≤ T }. In this paper, the training criterion is
where L(θ) is a standard criterion, e.g., the cross-entropy criterion
R(θ) is the standard L2 regularisation term. In this work, it is only applied to the residual-model parameters Mres
The hyper-parameter η stands for the contribution of the regularisation. The proposed DAMM expects to minimise ||h
mix || 2 2 in order to regularise the activations on the contour of the mixture model. Eq. 12 penalises the residual weights to be close to zero, thus keeping h 
For the parameters in the mixture model, ∂F q (l) and ∂F r (l) can be calculated with
and ∂F ∂A (l) and
The training scheme is listed in Algorithm 1. The DAMM is optimised in a layer-wise pre-training mode and subsequently fine-tuned. During the pre-training phase (Line 1-5), the lth iteration first initialises and adds the l-th layer mixture and residual models parameters, denoted by M update Mres 5: end for 6: finetune Mres mixture model is highly restricted. A joint optimisation on both would degrade the mixture one to learn nothing since the powerful residual model is likely to absorb its functions. Therefore, they are separately optimised: the update of mixture model is performed till convergence while the residual one is tuned for fewer epochs. In this way, the mixture model is turned to its maximal extent before introducing the residual one. After the pre-training, the residual model is then fully optimised (Line 6).
Adaptation
A significant advantage of the DAMM is that the mixture model can be robustly adapted to boost the hidden activations, instead of modifying the DNN neurones independently. The adapted mixture model can be expressed as k of a bivariate Gaussian can be factorised as
where σ 
in order to comply with their mathematical constraints. By introducing σ of Gaussian components in all hidden layers. The adaptation criterion F(φ (s) ) is the cross-entropy criterion over the adaptation data
The Gaussian components can be updated via the stochastic gradient descent scheme. The gradient of φ
Experiments
The experiments were conducted on a large-vocabulary U.S. English broadcast news (BN) transcription task. The training data consisted of the 144-hour 1996 & 1997 Hub-4 English Broadcast Speech dataset (LDC97S44, LDC98S71). 288 shows were included, from approximately 8k speakers. In evaluation, both the BN 2.7-hour Dev03 and 2.6-hour Eval03 testsets were used. The utterances of both testsets were processed by automatic segmentation and the averaged utterance durations were respectively 10.7 and 10.9 seconds. Decoding was performed with the RT04 tri-gram language model [27] . The adaptation of the DAMM was evaluated in the utterancelevel unsupervised fashion: the hypothesis alignments of the SI DAMM are used to tune the adaptive parameters.
Setup
The GMMs, DNNs and the proposed models were trained on an extended version of HTK Toolkit 3.5 [28] . The 39-dimensional PLP+∆+∆∆ features were processed by both corpus-level cepstral mean normalisation (CMN) and cepstral variance normalisation (CVN) were used to train a GMM-HMM model, containing approximately 6k tied triphone states on the maximum likelihood (ML) estimation. The features were subsequently extended with the triples using HLDA to estimate a sequential minimum-phone-error (MPE) model. This MPE model then was used to generate the state alignments of the training set for training DNN systems. For the DNN baselines, the 468 DNN input feature was formed by the PLP+∆+∆∆+∆∆∆ in a context window of 9 frames. The DNN introduced 5 hidden layers with 1024 sigmoid nodes in each layer. The network was initialised in a layer-wise pre-training mode and then optimised via backpropagation in the cross-entropy criterion. 28 shows with around 600 speakers in the raw training data were randomly selected as the cross validation set. The L2-regularisation penalty was set to be 10 −6 . This well-trained CE DNN system was then used to generate the lattices of the training set and further tuned for three iterations under the MPE criterion to obtain the MPE DNN system.
For the deep activation mixture models, 46 Gaussian components were introduced to the mixture model in each hidden layer, equal to the number of phonemes: Each component represented a phoneme and µ (l) k was given by the 2D projection via the t-SNE [29] method over the acoustic feature means of different phonemes; Every ρ (l) k was set to be 0 and σ (l) k was empirically set to be √ 0.1, √ 0.1 . The cross-entropy DAMM model was initialised and well-tuned in the fashion of Algorithm 1. It introduced 5 hidden layers with 1024 nodes in each layer, which formed a 32×32 grid. The CE DAMM was used to generate the training-set lattices for the MPE training and the residual model of the well-trained CE DAMM was then tuned for 3 iterations under the MPE criterion to obtain the MPE DAMM system. In both CE and MPE training procedures, η was set to be 10 −6 . In the adaptation of CE and MPE DAMM systems, the DAMMs were adapted to every testing utterance. The alignments of hypotheses generated by the respective SI DAMM were used to re-estimate the mean vector and covariance matrix of Gaussian components in the mixture model.
Results
The word error rate (WER) comparison of cross-entropy SI systems is summarised in Table 1 . The deep activation mixture model yielded a slightly better performance than the default DNN system. Figure 2 illustrates the first-layer activation behaviours of the mixture and residual model on one example frame. The mixture model in Figure 2 (a) constructed an activation contour and the residual one in Figure 2 (b) added a small variation to each activation, which was expected in this proposed model. The SD performance of the adapted CE DAMM is given in Table 2 , comparing the impacts of adapting the Gaussian mean vector µ, variance vector σ and correlation coefficient ρ. The change of σ applied homologous effects to activations located on nearby contour lines, while the move of µ applied opposite effects to the activations on the same contour line, which could not correspond to the similarity of activations in the contour. Thus the adaptation on the covariance matrix yielded a more effective impact than the mean vector. Via enabling the adaptation on all µ, σ and ρ, the WER decreased by 0.3% and 0.2% on Dev03 and Eval03 respectively. The SI MPE systems are compared in Table 3 . The MPE DAMM yielded a similar performance as the MPE DNN base- 
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose the deep activation mixture model for speech recognition. A mixture model and a residual model are introduced to jointly form the hidden activations. The mixture model defines a smooth activation contour and the residual model describes fluctuations around this contour. Meanwhile, this model can also be applied to rapid adaptation. The experiments were conducted on a large-vocabulary U.S. English broadcast news transcription task. The DAMM yields a slightly better performance than the DNN baseline on both the crossentropy and MPE criteria. The utterance-level unsupervised adaptation on the DAMM can further acquire a lower-error performance.
